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I. INTRODUCTION

As we all know, technological progress does not only depend on the innovation
capacity of scientists and engineers or the sophistication of technology, but also on public
acceptance. People - today - are not only more curious about new applications of
technology but also more inquiring about their potential impact on their own safety and
environment.

This is particularly true in the nuclear field, where the people are afraid of nuclear
installations and processes unknown to them. A contrario the more opportunities they have
to see or live near nuclear plants, the less they are enclined to reject them as a whole.

The past two decades have confirmed the increasing importance of visitor centres at
nuclear plant sites as a major communication tool between the nuclear industry and the
public. Already today, for example, 16% of the US public and 11% of the French public
have visited a nuclear power plant or its information centre.

A rich experience is therefore available from existing visitor centres at nuclear power
stations in most industrialised countries. Furthermore, the construction and industrial
operation of new facilities in the nuclear fuel cycle presents new challenges in terms of
public understanding and acceptance which are progressively taken into account. As a
result, visitor centres with new communication strategies and tools are now being put in
place at radioactive waste management sites and nuclear fuel cycle sites as well as near
nuclear installations being dismantled.

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) organised an international Seminar in
November 1992 in Madrid (Spain) in co-operation with the Spanish Agency for the
Management of Radioactive Waste (ENRESA) and the Union of Spanish Electricity Utilities
(UNESA) to:
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1. take stock of the experience of OECD countries in the design and operation of
visitor centres;

2. assess the educational and information methods and tools used in these
centres, and

3. measure their impact on public opinion and local population.

Prior to the meeting, the NEA had conducted an inquiry into some 60 visitor centres
at nuclear sites in 16 countries within and outside the OECD area, in an attempt to draw-up
the typical profile of such centres, their public, their messages, and their impact on public
opinion. Two-thirds of the replies came from centres at nuclear power stations, and one-
third from centres attached to nuclear fuel cycle installations (uranium mines, enrichment
plants, reprocessing plants, waste management storage or disposal installations).

II. VISITOR CENTRES: A MOUNTING COMMUNICATION PRACTICE

Visitor centres, without exception, are considered by the nuclear industry to be
primary communication tools with the public. All nuclear installations which have been
commissioned in recent years have integrated such a centre on their sites or in their close
vicinity: examples can be found at the Civaux nuclear power plant in France (now under
construction), or the low and medium level radioactive waste disposal site in Soulaines
(France), or El Cabril (Spain), or the Rokkasho-Mura nuclear fuel cycle complex in Japan,
or that at Sellafield in the United Kingdom.

For older plants, refurbishment and modernisation of visitor centres is routinely under
way (Sequoyah in the United States, Golfech nuclear power plant in France, ...). Visitor
centres are also being put in place to meet new information requirements, such as at the
Greifswald site in the former German Democratic Republic, where five W E R nuclear
power plants will be decommissioned. Let us also mention the original concept of a nuclear
power plant museum and information centre located inside the retired EDF-1 Chinon reactor
in France.

There are of course wide variations in size, cost, visitor turnover and operation
modes among them. With the exception of the huge Rokkasho centre occupying more than
1800 square meters on several floors, or that of Sellafield, the average surfaces vary from
200 sq/m to 500 sq/m. The number of visitors per centre lies between 10 000 and 20 000
yearly, with high numbers of 130 000-150 000 visitors for Rokkasho and Sellafield.

The operating personnel also varies considerably from one centre to another, usually
from 2 to 6 full time staff, with higher figures of 33 in Sellafield (from which 12 are full-
time, or 25 in Rokkasho).

Costs of construction, equipment and annual running costs also vary substantially:
3 billion yens for construction and fitting of Rokkasho, 5.5 million pounds for Sellafield.
An average cost range of 1 to 5 million Francs is noted for the equipment of visitor centres
at nuclear power plants. Average annual operating costs are in the range of 400 000 to
1 million French Francs, but for the largest centres they can climb up to 15 million FF.
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III. A PRIVILEDGED COMMUNICATION LINK WITH THE PUBLIC

Against this background, it is clear that information centres help considerably to
familiarise the public with nuclear energy and to establish or reinforce confidence in the
ability of the utility to manage such facilities safely. The public can read, listen and talk
about the subject, he can see and touch models, he can become an actor through interactive
displays. He can put a human face on the company which runs the plant by meeting plant
personnel. Finally, the centre acts as a focal point for a range of community relations that
will help to build trust and credibility for the company. To sum up, communication with the
visitor is intended to take place at three complementary levels:

1. as an introduction to the company and its installations;

2. as a major step toward understanding of a complex technology, in a "user-
friendly" context, as broad and diversified as possible;

3. as a forum for open discussions, not necessarily confined to the object of the
company.

With this in mind, the visitor centre, which must be seen to exist as part of a wider
communication strategy of the company, is not intended as a public acceptance tool, but
rather as a neutral information opportunity.

The word "neutral" must be emphasized from two specific viewpoints:

the visitor centre, in the vast majority of cases, is located outside the fence of
the plant area, i.e. it is freely accessible;

the information is available to the visitor who is free to make his own
information selection process.

At the same time, the complementarity between the visitor centre and the plant must
be clearly emphasized. The visit of the plant installations is a logical follow-up of the
information offered at the visitor centre. Let's note, however, that, in practice, the average
visitor will seldom ask for such a visit, if he finds that he has been adequately briefed about
the plant at the centre.

IV. WHICH COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES AT VISITOR CENTRES?

The few examples below, which do not pretend to give a detailed picture of the
information strategies of the relevant companies at their visitor centres, reflect various
approaches currently in use:

The Compagnie Generale des Matiěres Nucléaires (COGEMA), France, views the
information centre as a tool which allows the visitor to learn about the nuclear fuel cycle,
and its safety aspects and to raise his awareness. It is the end step of a wider information
cycle which may involve national information campaigns. COGEMA's visitor centre policy
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gives precedence to quality over quantity, so that each visitor can be informed in the most
accurate manner as a function of his/her profile. The objective being that visitors become in
turn positively oriented opinion-formers. Thus, it is mainly the typical representatives of
socio-professional groups (media, parliamentarians, opinon-leaders ...) who are called upon
to visit the COGEMA information centres, as opposed to the local or regional population at
large. Nevertheless, as in most other centres in OECD countries, school groups and students
represent an important percentage of the visitors.

A broadly similar strategic approach for visitor centres is applied at the Russian
Scientific Centre "Kurchatov Institute" near Moscow which groups a large number of nuclear
research institutes carrying out theoretical and experimental activities on the development of
different types of nuclear reactors. Previously one of the most secretive Research Institutes
of the former USSR, the Kurchatov Institute has developed a Centre for Public Information
in 1989. Its major aims are to bring back public confidence in nuclear scientists and create
a positive image of the Institute in public opinion, as well as to favour the creation of an
objective attitude in the Russian society concerning the role of nuclear power. In this
respect, the most important target group is that of the journalists. In addition to briefings
and detailed visits of facilities, they are invited to participate in open debates at the
Information Centre, including with scientists and engineers of the Institute on a range of
subjects, notably the care for public safety.

British Nuclear Fuels Pic, which runs a wide range of nuclear fuel cycle activities,
has established in 1988 an important visitor centre at Sellafield which has welcomed up to
now some 600,000 visitors. The communication approach selected is based on openness,
open information and an open door to the public, with the general aim to reestablish the
credibility of the nuclear industry and promote a more positive image of the company's
activities which in the past had suffered from a bad reputation. The Sellafield visitor centre
has now become the largest popular touristic place in Cumbria (130 000 visitors/year) and
the fastest growing tourist attraction in England. The communication strategy of the
Sellafield centre seeks to create a feeling of space and relaxation for the visitor as he/she
proceeds from the reception area, through various exhibits and audio-visual areas or multi-
video viewing rooms, to animated models and "hands-on" equipment. Sound and feel are
used to guide the visitor through a simulated reactor where he/she will discover safety and
control concepts. Similarly radioactive waste management is addressed, before the visitor is
led to a large hall devoted to information on BNFL operations. There is, of course, a
uniting theme which links the various components of the exhibition and provides a logical
approach and progression through the Center (energy, natural radioactivity, nuclear fission,
electricity from nuclear energy). Much of this strategy seeks to make the visitor confident
in the technical and safety performance of the facilities and the competence of the personnel,
with the education function always present.

Nuclear Electric pic, which runs the nuclear power plants in England and Wales, has
developed at its visitor centres a communication strategy which is aimed at progressively
involving the visitor into the subject of nuclear electricity. This strategy is based on a
sequence of five steps, namely: inspiration, exploration, understanding, involvement, and
action. Visitors are first led to realise the nature of the energy problem in modern society.
Second, they are briefed on the potential of nuclear energy to meet future demands. Third,
visitors can then proceed to more specific exhibitions within the centre. Fourth, visitors
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become interested in visiting the nuclear power station itself. Fifth, at the end of the tour,
the messages are summarised and visitors are challenged to make a decision. This
progression brings the visitor from a purely passive stage of "information recipient" to that
of a "discoverer", then to his own involvement in the action of understanding, and finally to
action on his part when he will express his opinion based on his encounter with the Centre
and the nuclear power station.

Electricité de France (EDF) has an extensive programme of visitor centres at its 20
nuclear power plant sites in France. Overall, some 300 000 visitors pass through these
information centres each year. Achieving public acceptance for this form of energy is a top
priority, considering that 73% of the total electricity generated in France is of nuclear origin.
The general approach common to all centres is based on openness and transparency of
information and the use of such centres as a privileged communication tool with the public.
One particularly original formula has been developed at the Chinon nuclear power site,
where the visit to the Information Centre is coupled with the visit of the first commercial
nuclear power station ever operated by EDF, now transformed into a "nuclear power"
museum. Each visit, usually by groups of 20 to 50 people is tailor-made to the expectations
and profiles of the visitors. The subject of nuclear energy electricity and environment is put
in prominent focus, using all modern equipment such as videofilms, picture walls, audio-
visuals, animated panels, interactive screens... The visit of the "nuclear power" museum
then follows. After presentation of a film which puts the operation of this first plant
beginning 1963 in perspective with major world events of the time, the visitor walks through
all major parts of the plant which has the shape of a 33 metre diameter ball: control room,
heat exchanges, reactor core ... At each major step, a video is presented on a large screen.
The coupling of the visitor centre and the museum allows a hands-on discovery of the
functioning of a nuclear power station, including, of course, the safety aspects. The visit
may be continued by a tour of the modern 900 MWe PWR units on the site.

Another example of the role of a visitor centre will come from the Energiewerke
Nord GmbH in Germany which runs the decommissioning programme of the former GDR
nuclear power plant site of Greifswald, where five W E R nuclear reactors have been shut
down and the construction of three other units stopped. The need for such a centre became
obvious with the unification of Germany and the closing down of the reactor units, and the
fact that the subject of nuclear energy had been a "taboo" at the time of the GDR and that
there was an urgent need to provide explanations to the local population. There was no
visitor centre in Greifswald in the past.

The main messages which are being conveyed by the newly opened visitor centre
therefore focus on the fact that, at Greifswald, one of the largest decommissioning
programmes will go on for some 15-20 years; the non-nuclear part of the site will be
maintained and will continue to be used; the construction of an intermediate waste storage
site is a precondition for the decommissioning programme; and that public acceptance must
be obtained for construction and operation of this facility.
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The scope of the information presented at the visitor centre therefore includes: the
history of the site, description of the nuclear power plant units, radiation protection and
environmental surveillance, waste management, decommissioning and dismantling, further
use of the site, energy and environment, other energy sources.

Main categories of visitors include local politicians, representatives of communities,
churches, associations and, of course, schools and their teachers, and the media. The visits
and presentations are arranged to take account of the interests of the visitors.

V. VISITOR CENTRES: WHICH PUBLIC?

All visitor centres are, of course, designed to meet primarily the information needs of
a broad public which does not have any particular scientific or technical background. But
special visits are also "tailor-made" to certain other categories. Except for certain specific
visitor centres which have acquired a national, or even international reputation (e.g.
Sellafield), the vast majority is intended for the local or regional public.

Among the latter, in France for example, about 57% are composed of school classes
with their professors. Other most represented categories include individuals or groups from
the public at large (20%), opinion-formers and educated adults (7.5%), students (6.5%),
industrialists and technicians (4%) and last, politicians and locally elected representatives
(1,5%) [Source EDF]. In Finland, the most important category of visitors is also composed
of school children (20%), students (20%) and, among adult visitors, 5% are teachers.

A survey also conducted by EDF in France has shown that, of those visiting only the
information centre, two-thirds are men, 56% are in their active life, 27% are scholars or
students, 13% are retired. The percentages vary for those who have had a "programmed
visit" which included both the centre and plant itself: 60% are men, 50% are in their active
life, 35% are scholars or students, 9% are retired.

VI. WHY THEY VISIT NUCLEAR PLANT INFORMATION CENTRES?

The main reasons put forward by visitors for volunteering to visit an information
centre include:

- understand the functioning of the plant;
- form his/her own judgement about nuclear energy;
- learn more about the subject;
- meet people who work in nuclear energy;
- discuss the subject of nuclear energy;
- touristic attraction.
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Among the main themes on which visitors expect to be briefed, one finds:

- the functioning of the plant, its safety, its technical performances;
- its impact on the environment;
- the place of nuclear energy in the country (past, present, future);
- the principle of the nuclear reaction;
- the economic and regional aspects of the plant.

VII. IMPROVING ATTITUDES TOWARD NUCLEAR POWER

Paradoxically, very few efforts seem to have been made up to now to assess the
impact of visitor centres on public understanding and acceptance of nuclear power.

A national poll in the United States (March 1992) has brought out that 16% of
American adults have visited one of these centres, in other words, 28 million people not
counting those below 18 years. Seventy-two per cent have responded that the visit made
them feel that nuclear energy is a good way to produce electricity and fifty-three per cent
said the visit increased their favourable feelings about nuclear energy.

Another poll conducted by Electricité de France on the impact of the visit of an
information centre on the public perception of nuclear electricity production shows that:

24% were convinced by their visit about the merits of nuclear electricity;
26% were reinforced in their previous positive feeling;

25% which had positive feelings, still remained to be convinced;
8% remained undecided;

12% had prior reservations and remained unconvinced;
5% had their negative feelings reinforced.

Another sample of results from an August 1992 "Questionnaire" poll of visitors to the
Sellafield visitor centre in the United Kingdom shows that 63% of visitors left with a
positive view of the nuclear industry, and that 40% of the visitors who arrive with a negative
view, leave with a more supportive view. On the other hand, only 20% of those who arrive
with a very negative view leave with a more favourable attitude, and 8.5% leave feeling less
supportive.

Underlying these figures is the finding that, while the visit of an information centre
will generally have a positive effect on most visitors, it will also result in reinforcing the
negative feelings of some of them, and introduce some uncertainty or doubts in others who
did not have any prior pre-conceived ideas. This may be due to the fact that, releasing
information, for example on nuclear waste generated by the plant, or on the future need to
dismantle these big nuclear facilities, will make some people discover issues or problems
they were not aware prior to their visit.
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VIE. WHICH INFORMATION TOOLS?

There are at least five types of information tools which are in use in nuclear visitor
centres:

- panels with texts and illustrations,
- films,
- models,
- display of actual "nuclear" objects or samples,
- interactive systems.

In assessing the usefulness and efficacy of these various media, there is a need to
emphasize their complementarity, but also the general lesson based on experience. Public
relations specialists from Nuclear Electric in the United Kingdom have found that:

People remember: 30% of what they read
40% of what they hear
50% of what they see
60% of what they do

On the other hand, there is a general finding that information which will be best
retained in the longer-term is that toward which the visitor has had to make a certain effort.

Written messages on panels are not generally favoured: the transmission of
information does not operate well. It requires a special effort by the visitor to
read. Their use is therefore limited to extremely short messages in
combination with illustrations.

Audiovisuals, films, slides, picture-walls, etc. are, on the contrary, widely used
in all centres. In general, films are short (6-10 minutes), except for special
presentations (20 minutes). They address a wide variety of subjects, from the
fundamentals of the atom to the environmental impact of nuclear energy,
radioactive waste management, or presentation of the installations.

Fixed or animated models are in wide use: plant models, animation of the
process of nuclear electricity production, or of the nuclear fuel cycle steps, or
of the plant safety systems, notably the reactor control rods ...

Actual "nuclear" samples are most favoured by visitors: uranium ore, uranium
pellets, real nuclear fuel bundles, protective clothing, ..., and, of course,
different models of radiation detectors.

"Interactive" animations represent a more elaborate communication tool to the
extent that it requires an initiative by the visitor: video-games, questions and
answers games, telemanipulation, operation of a radiation detector. More
sophisticated interactive tools (discs) begin to be used but are not yet widely
used as they appeal more to some categories of visitors (young people) than
others.
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When asked about their preferred systems for gaining access to information at visitor
centres, the public ranks them in the following order:

-films (60%)
- animated models (52%)
- discussions (51%)
- conferences (35%)
- simulation softwares (28%)
- interactive tools (9%)

[Source EDF]

IX. HUMAN TOUCH VERSUS SOPHISTICATED ROBOTICS

A major element which I have set aside up to now - if not THE major one - is the
role of the human factor in a successful communication process through visitor centres.

In the last period, considerable sophistication has been brought into the
communication and information equipments at the disposal of visitors, using interactive
processes, electronic screens and alike. The need to mark a pause in this process has now
become visible. Managers of information centres are now looking for a return to more
simple, straight-forward but less "technological" information media. This goes in parallel
with a strong consensus to give the "human touch" the top priority in the communication
process.

Two particular efforts are being singled out here:

one, which is to enhance the human relations in the communication process: notably
through the role of welcoming hostesses from the first minute of the entrance of the
visitor; and the creation of opportunities to open up a dialogue with them, not only
on nuclear subjects explained in the centre, but on many other topics which may be
brought forward. Hence the importance of personal training;

the other: the participation of the plant personnel in the communication
process, through encounter with the visitors. This "people meet people"
objective is a very important target in the search for confidence building. It is
also a complex one, which involves first that the plant personnel have access
to the visitor centre and can benefit themselves and their families from the
information displayed. Only then can the plant personnel be usefully involved
in the "external" communication process.

A related aspect, which is still debated and not only in the nuclear field, concerns the
desirable profile and training of the centre's personnel. Should the emphasis be on a solid
technical background complemented by training in communication techniques, or vice versa?
No clear direction emerges but a consensus exists to recognize that unprepared technicians
have in the past contributed to the communication failure suffered in the nuclear field.
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The provisional conclusion therefore remains that, in each centre, an optimum
equilibrium must be found between communication personnel and equipment, and that the
message will influence the medium and vice-versa. Similarly, a careful balance will have to
be established in the centre's personnel between technical knowledge and communication
skills.

X. THE MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH OF THE MESSAGE

An important common feature to most visitor centres is the effort made to place the
information presented about nuclear energy and the nuclear facilities on the site in the widest
possible context.

This can be achieved at various levels and through various sequences:

- Structure of the matter, radiation, radioactivity, radiation in life (natural, artificial,
non-energy applications in medicine, industry, agriculture, ...)

- World population, economic development, need for energy, role of electricity ...

- The environment, pollution prevention, waste management.

The fact that nuclear energy is at the cross-roads of these and many more other
important flows of concerns and requirements must increasingly be brought to the attention
of the public, so that this subject can be appreciated in its proper perspective. The great
actual and potential value of visitor centres is to help people form an informed judgement in
an appropriately wide context, through information and debate.

XL CONCLUSIONS

Visitor centres at nuclear energy sites must be considered today as primary
communication means between the nuclear community and the public. This is substantiated
by the rapidly increasing figures of visitors at each site, as well as by the rate of opening of
new visitor centres to meet new information requirements, such as at radioactive waste
management sites. Also, a vast effort of modernisation and improvement of equipment of
existing centres is to be noted.

Perhaps the keyword which best qualifies the efforts spent on visitor centres in recent
years is that of "professionalism", referring to their design, construction and operation, and
to the evolution of the information methods and tools on which they base their operations.
There is not much in common between the simple panels of written explanations and
pictures of the 1970's and the "user-friendly" equipment now available in most centres, some
of which are based on highly sophisticated technology.

But, beyond this major progress, a major point remains the unique role of personnel
toward the visitors. Not only is it important for the visitor to feel the "human touch" from
the first instant of his visit, but opinion polls confirm that many visitors look for
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opportunities to discuss with plant personnel themselves. Arranging for such opportunities
brings forward the need for training personnel in communicating with the public, and above
all, for personnel to have received himself all answers to all his questions, regarding the
plant and its potential impact on his family and environment.

Visitor centres, along with other initiatives to satisfy the quest of the public for
information about science and technology, and bring about the human dimension of nuclear
technology, can bring decisive results in helping toward public confidence which remains a
major challenge for the nuclear community.


